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“Anything that’s not a mystery is just guesswork.”
— Jerry Jeff Walker
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BERNARD RETURNS

Coughing an intimation
Of Vesuvius 
Keeping himself amused
I saw this drummer so wobbly yet composed
Jawbone connected to the bass bone etc.
This was in D.C. before they invented cigarettes
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TRAIN I RIDE

Blue as a bruise I once cursed I ride
In faster air
Boarding the last car
Tough guy takes his muscles off 
Hearing the spoken stories I replace
The bad images
A fool’s errand
Trying to start a flood by crying
Fiat lux in the conduit
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FOCUS ON SANITY

Parting silk valances
The chef turns
His brine rag
Into the astonishing bouquet
Worse crowds have been known
To cheer in times like these
In his head
A glowing disk
Bulging his eyes
At some point no others
Will be allowed through these doors
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ORAL HISTORY

Yeah
Bobo was in the band
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BRISE MARINE

The gas man 
Stopped by yesterday. I guess
He’s some kind of manager. Asked me
What I “do,” a rude temperament that goes
Nowhere in this world. Badger
Head, said to be a chauvinist. There are
Definitely interesting things
To be said. A swan lurks 
Behind the ballast and the ballast 
Is holding down
Albertine with a large balloon.

A bunch of grapes goes ripening 
In the window the special car
Made its way through
That window yesterday morning.
No fruit can replace the breathless
Waste of a pantsless afternoon. All day
I will be
Outside
Who knows where.

I’m gonna go down
To the little weed place. 
Thank you, dear open 
Sesame against common senses 
Just across the way. The chestnut
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Trees, the wishing
Well. I get lost, no power 
Of thought.

I come here for the birds
For the long forever look
Of the whole wide side of the sea
Interesting enough to not have
To go in all the way. Where is 
All the kitschy decor
To tell you where you should be 
When you aren’t all here. Who will make
The horrible velvet works
They say we live many lives 
And the alphabet reminds me
Tip of the tongue
The stranger’s name
Blown in from the other shore
We should get another round for this
Blues and blushing sand 
Everything is a picture and nothing is real
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ASPECTS OF THE POEM
  for Charles North

Tell me again the story of the chair. A lot of people 
seem to think I started this business. What brings 
me back here? It isn’t correspondence per se, how-
ever the epistle charms. How I look don’t tell me 
how I feel. Canteloube. What’s your idea of a good 
time? Rising to the purest or whatever air. What 
other creature gets an axiomatic beholder? And the 
answer is what other creature. 

Hmmm. It smells of caves in this air so sweet like 
glaze. Everything not chamber music tends toward 
hysteria, OK? Walking, that does it. There’s no 
need to lead through the crowd yourself. Pull on 
my coat a bit. Let the four winds blow. Dark down 
strutter’s ball.
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CAN’T REMEMBER WHAT I DID TOMORROW

1.

Live
You live to a kind of tune
Little musical screamings
From the city birds
Streamings that’s what you said
The records come from another time 
Out of their heads

2.

The iron age
Has made this morning warm
Real power 
I sun my limbs to strains

3.

To say they’re made up dates
Implies that some are not
I saw that bear




